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CHEMISTRY: J. LEDERBERG hoc. N. A. 8, 

FIG. Z.-Trivalent graphs of order 8. 88-C we fundamental form already mm in Fig. 
I. Polygonal representations are computer-generated plots; corresponding pr,lyhedml 
presentations were drawn by hand. 
position. 

Adjacent to each of t,he unions is a code Ear its com- 

in Figure 1, the formulation of polyhedra cmphasiaes the orderly development of the 
set of graphs and the synmctrics of cash stjruoture, and ihus facilitat,es the rccogni- 
tion of isornorphisms. 

Polyhedral Forms:-For topological analysis of a ring the linear paths and l.hr 
vertices romecling them are first, identified. The vertices are simply t,he branch 
points, ix., the atoms wit,h t,hree or more links to the rest of the ensemble. For lhesr 
purposes a double or triple bond is a single link. The paths are then the intervals be- 
tween the vertices. A path may be a simple link or a linear string of tandemly 
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linked atoms. For example, marking 
the paths of pyrene, (a), gives the 
diagram (h) which is readily rccognised 

pjg+@ --.dq$ 

I . 
as isomorphic to the prism (c) and its *DSP”,N~N 
formal graph (d). The isomorphism 
of (6) with (c) could also be established 
algorithmically by systematic permuta- 
tion of the incidence matrix of the 
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graphs. 
Vigurc 1 lists convex trivalent poly- IBsl CAION,C&L MAP 

hcdra wiih up to 10 vertices, on which Fm. 3.-Mapping R complex ring; morphirm~. 
structures mith up to six rings can be 
mapped. It also includes some lsminar forms, e.g., the circle, bicyclane, and t,ri- 
cyclanc, which might be regarded as degenerate polyhedra with 1, 2, or 3 faces, 
respectively. The series has also been algorithmically expanded further in a corn- 
puter program. 

Any trivalent graph is assumed to represent either a polyhedron” or a gauche graph 
of the same order, or the union of two or MOPC graphs of lower order. A union is 

obtained across a pair of cut edges of two graphs. The derived forms a,re classified 
according to the largest polyhedron or symnxtrical union, e.g., bitetrahedron, con- 
t&cd in the graph. 

Spiro-Ltonrs.~ A quadrivalent vertex is mapped as a collapsed edge of a trivalent, 
graph: >’ -. < = >. <. The parent graph is almost always subject to two or three 
choices. That partition is cboscn which leads to the least complex map, i.c., the 
ncarast lo a polyhedron with ihr least appendages. Figure 3 illustrates a mapping 
of nrorphirxm. 

Gauche Graphs. ~-The Ring Index4 with its 11,524 cxamplcs of rings known t,o or- 
ganic cbcmistry coniains no example of a finite gauche graph, i.e., one whose 
rcpresenlation on the plane has obligatory crossed pitths. (Optional crossed-path 

formulas arc sometimes preferred to show the holrlology of figures to one anot,her.) 
A thcorcm of T<urat~omski has showu that a gauche graph must contain either F’igurc 
4a or 46;” Figuw 4a lusty bc disrountcd as au uulikcly pcntaspiro complex. Is 11~ 

nonexistence of Figure 4b a coincidcmce? Its reprcscrltation, Figure 4c, as an in- 
ternally ctmrdvd Mrahedron may throw some light on t,his. A gauche structure 
would require access of EL chemical pat,h to the interior of a urotropinelike molecule, 
F’igun: 4d. Howcvcr, wilb the int,erpositiou of longer paths, it should bc possible 
to fill this topologil:ol:tlomical hiatus. 

Limitalims oj Topological Description.~l\lappirlg is intended to convey only t,hc 
connectivity wlationship of B set of 
atoms, which is only the first-order 
account of a Inoleclrlar structure. In- 
formation on the bond character or 
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stereochemical ordering of links must bo 
furnished in addition. At least the ~0) (b) I~J cd) 
latter is not difficult: the main prc- Fw. 4.-Gauche graphs: (a) and (b), Kura- 

grammiug problems involve accoun& towski’s fundamental forms of nonplnnar graphs; 

ing for all the synunctrics. Molecular Cc), 
u three-dimensional represemtabion of (b); 

and (d) is a hypatheticitl example. 
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conformations rcprcscnt anol.her dcnnain, whose computation belongs mainly to 
numerical analysis rather than topology. Thus, from 1~1~ standpoint of the 
present paper, inlerlockcd rings have the same connectivity as separate rings. 
The catena structures cammt, however, bc properly drawn without crossed paths. 
Many real conformalions may also have to be shown with superimposed paths in 
any actual projection on the plant. 

Applications of Topological Mapping.-The primary purpose of this analysis was 
to provide a framework for computable logic in organic chemistry, especially the 
analysis of mass spectra. The theoretical ideas of this presentation are very primi- 
tive and its main virtue may be to provoke a more sophisticated mathematical for- 
mulation. 

Once a standard form is chosen for mapping, canons cam be elaborated for the 
ordering of paths leading in turn to a systematic, compact, computable notation for 
organic structures.2 The main burden of the standardization is a dissection of the 
symmetries of the diagram, then a rule of choice among the permutations of the 
labels. Thus, in the example of Figure 3, the diagram 8B has fourfold symmetry. 
The symmetry permutations of the principal polygon can bc expressed, with the 
corresponding path lists, as: 
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45 
56 
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81 
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ccc 
0 
ccc 

Fused 
CCCN 
C C 

28 - - - - 

37 - - - - 
46 - - - - 

The top heavy path list of (28) (37) (46) makes this the canonical choice. A linear 
code for the mapping of morphinan is then (8H NCCC, $,-,-,CCC,O,CCC,--,C,--, 
--,-), or morecompa ctly, (8H N3,8,,,3,0,3,,1), the map being thus reduced to a 
twelve-dimensional vcclor. A computer program would unambiguously recognize 
any of the permuted pat,h lists as equivalent forms, and can perform the tedious ex- 
ercise just concluded. 

More important than the notation, this framework enables a computer program 
to generate hypothcscs of organic molecular structure in an algorithmic, exhaustive, 
and, above all, redundancy-free sequence, important if the computer is to amplify 
human logical capacity in this field. 

Summary.--An algorit,hmic approach to the topological mapping of organic 
molecules is presented. Three structures are initiated at a unique ccntroid of the 
skeletal atoms. Cyclic structures are more dificult. However, the set of regular 
graphs of degree 3 can bc generated on a basic set of polyhedra. Any organic ring 
molecule can be mapped on one of these graphs. Except,ional quadrivalent 
x&es (Spiro fusions) itr~ rxpandcd to a pair of trivalent ve&es. Gauche graphs, 
with obligatory crossed paths, have not ycl been realized in organic chemistry, 
probably owing to the difficulty of accessing a chrmical path as an interior chord of 
a closed molecule. 




